
After six years of implementing the GEF Funded

Reducing Vulnerability to Climate Change project,

the time has come to reflect on what the project has

been able to achieve in Lesotho following the project

closure.

Through the Reducing Vulnerability to Climate

Change project, Basotho celebrate the legacy left

behind by RVCC of the Capacity to live a resilient

life, less vulnerable to environmental shocks imposed

by climate change.

Beneficiaries of the Project in all the three sites in

Mohale’s Hoek, echoe the words “capacity building”

when they think about how the project has been

beneficial to them.

T H E  B I G G E S T  T A K E A W A Y  F R O M  T H E  R V C C
P R O J E C T

Capacity
Building



CAPACITY BUILDING FOR
CLIMATE RESILIENCE

An investment in the
effectiveness and future

sustainability of a Nation.
Strengthening a country's

ability to sustain itself, and
enhancing people's ability to

have a positive impact in their
lives and their communities.
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SMART TECHNOLOGIES
FOR A SUSTAINABLE
ENVIRONMENT
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The Ministry of Forestry, Range and
Soil Conservation technical staff was
trained on AutoCAD system for
surveying and detailing information
for design and drawings of water-
harvesting structures.

CLIMATE SMART
AGRICULTURE

Communities including local
authorities in the district of
Mohale's Hoek  were equipped
with climate smart agriculture
interventions and land
rehabilitation methods for
enhanced land management
skills.
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SUSTAINABLE FARMING
IN LESOTHO04

Permaculture homestead gardens
have been developed to promote the
adoption of permaculture principles
in project areas contributing to
increased and sustainable food
production and resilience at
homestead and at community levels.



FOOD SECURITY IN
LESOTHO THROUGH
FARMING

The RVCC 
project has successfully

trained and equipped Basotho
with permaculture and land

rehabilitation methods
ensuring sustainable framing

practices can be achieved
resulting food security. 
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CLIMATE RESILIENT
FARMING06

The RVCC implementing partners
and Growing nations were trained on
the Farmer Field School concept in
collaboration with FAO to roll out
the concept in the project area
contributing to improved production
& livelihoods.

CLIMATE RESILIENT
FARMING

Advanced training in
beekeeping and product
processing has lead to Food
security and  has opened up
the opportunity for Lesotho
farmers to gain access to the
food industry markets. 
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CLIMATE RESILIENT
FARMING08

Sustainable farming achieved
through product processing


